A hierarchical indexation system: The example of
Emerillon (Teko)
Françoise Rose

1. Introduction
This chapter deals with a particularly challenging facet of the Emerillon
language: the person indexation system. Its most remarkable feature is the
selection of the obligatory person index out of two series on transitive
predicates. Transitive predicates allow only one person index, which is
selected according to the relative position of the two arguments on both the
person hierarchy 1/2 > 3 and the grammatical roles hierarchy A > P. I will
argue that this system should be classified as a distinct type of indexation
system, here termed ‘hierarchical’.
Emerillon is a language spoken in French Guyana by about 400 speakers who call it Teko. It belongs to the Tupí-Guaraní family (e.g. Rodrigues
1984–1985), itself part of the Tupí stock. The Tupí-Guaraní family consists
of about 40 languages spread out through Brazil and neighbouring countries and “is noted for a high degree of lexical and morphological similarity
among its member languages in spite of their extensive geographical separation” (Jensen 1999). Person-indexation, often called cross-referencing, is
one of the major themes of Tupí-Guaraní morphosyntax, which has been
studied both within particular languages (Seki 1990 for Kamaiurá; Rodrigues 1990 for Tupínamba; Leite 1990 for Tapirapé; Harrison 1994 for
Guajajara inter alia) and for the whole family (Jensen 1990; Payne 1994).
As far as the Emerillon language is concerned, it was little described before my own work (Rose 2003a, 2008, to appear). However, the question
of person indexation in Emerillon had been presented before in an article
on Emerillon parts of speech (Couchili, Maurel, and Queixalós 2002). The
present work goes further into the description of the indexation system, and
takes a typological perspective.
The chapter first presents the Emerillon person indexation system on
verbs (Section 2). It then discusses its characterization as a hierarchical
system (Section 3) and rejects the hypothesis that it is an inverse system.
After considering these two points, I address the issue of the alignment
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type to which Emerillon belongs. This study focuses specifically on the
verb morphology and does not deal with nominal predication.1

2. Indexation in Emerillon
The person markers used on verbs are divided in two main sets, often
called Set I and Set II in the Tupí-Guaraní literature (see for instance Jensen 1998).
Table 1. Emerillon sets of person indexes
1 SG
2 SG
1 INCL
1 EXCL
2 PL
3
indeterminate

Set I

Set II

aeɾesi- 2
oɾopeoza-

edenõde-/kõdeoɾe- / oɾonepe- / penei- 2 / ∅zo- / poɾo- 3

Set II indexes are also used beyond the verb morphology to refer to the
possessor of nouns (1) and the object of postpositions (2).4
(1)

kob-nẽ
COP-CONTRAST

nõde--kuɾu-o
nõde

1INCL.II-manioc_beer-CONT
‘But our traditional drink (manioc beer) still exists.’

(2)

aʔe-kom-ãhã
DEM-PL-only

nõde--pe
nõde

kob

1INCL.II-for COP
‘These things only exist for us.’
I will now turn to the specific distribution of person markers on intransitive
and transitive verbs. An important preliminary point is that all verb forms
obligatorily carry a person index, regardless of whether arguments are expressed as full nominal phrases or not.
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2.1. Intransitive verbs
On intransitive verbs, only Set I is found, referring to S.
(3)

sisi-mãnõ-taɾ
1INCL.I-die-FUT
‘We are going to die.’

2.2. Transitive verbs
On transitive verbs, Set I is used for A and Set II for P.
Table 2. Distribution of person indexes on transitive verbs
Set I
Set II

A
x

P
x

The interesting point about indexation on transitive verbs is that only one
slot is normally available for person indexes. Whether the A or the P is
marked depends on two different hierarchies. These hierarchies will be
introduced when relevant in the following presentation of the three transitive scenarios: local (involving speech act participants only), non-local
(involving third persons only) and mixed (involving a speech act participant and a third person).
2.2.1. Mixed scenarios
Whenever a speech act participant and a third person interact, the person
hierarchy is called into play. Speech act participants are higher than the
third person on this scale.
1/2 > 3
Figure 1. Person hierarchy

The participant higher on the hierarchy is marked on the verb, whether A
or P. In both examples below, a first person inclusive and a third person are
involved. The first person being higher in the hierarchy, it is in both cases
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the one to fill the person index slot, with a Set I index when it is A (4), and
with a Set II index when it is P (5).
(4)

nõde-baʔekwəɾ-a-we

sisi-kuwa-gatu

1INCL.II-story-REF-also 1INCL.I-know-well
‘And we also know our story very well.’
(5)

apam-a-nẽ

nõde--apisi-tanẽ
nõde

stranger-a-CONTRAST
1INCL.II-massacre-DESID
‘The strangers wanted to massacre us.’
Likewise, in both examples below, a second person singular and a third
person are involved. The second person being higher in the hierarchy, it is
the one to be indexed on the verb, with a Set I index when it is A (6), and
with a Set II index when it is P (7).
(6)

mama-nẽ
eɾe-ʤ
ɾe ika !
Mum-CONTRAST
2SG.I-kill
‘You killed Mum!’

(7)

e-ʔu-taɾ-eʔe

zawaɾ

2SG.II-eat-FUT-INTENS jaguar
‘The jaguar is for sure going to eat me.’

In all of these cases, the indexing of a speech act participant on the verb,
whether as A or P, indicates indirectly that the other participant, i.e. P or A,
is to be interpreted as a third person.
2.2.2. Non-local scenarios
The person hierarchy does not specify any hierarchy between different
third persons nor among speech act participants. These distinctions are
informed by the grammatical roles hierarchy, at work whenever the person
hierarchy is not relevant, i.e. between two third persons or two speech act
participants.
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A > P
Figure 2. Grammatical roles hierarchy

When a third person acts on another third person, the grammatical roles
hierarchy requires the A to be systematically marked (with a Set I index),
whatever the arguments may refer to.
(8)

o-wɨ

o-zika

3.COREF-mother 3.I-kill
‘He killed his mother.’
(9)

patu-pope

o-iɲuŋ

pot-in
3.I-put
‘She puts them (the sweet potatoes) in the pot.’
(10) aɾakapusa-uhu o-mõduɾ-oŋ
gun-big
3.I-send-PL.S
‘Guns were shooting bullets.’
(11) o-peɾo-peɾog e-iba
3.I-RED-lick 3.II-pet
‘His dog licks his face.’

bal
bullet

∅-owa
3.II-face

The o- prefix of Set I (marking either Ss or As) here indicates indirectly
that P is also a third person: if P was a speech act participant, it – instead of
A – would have to occupy the index slot due to its higher position on the
person hierarchy. A consequence of these two hierarchies is that the i- prefix of Set II never occurs on verbs.5 It is nevertheless used in nominal
phrases (as a possessive marker) and in postpositional phrases.
2.2.3. Local scenario 2→1
In Emerillon, the local scenarios (i.e. when the two participants are speechact participants, either 2→1 or 1→2) all show the A indexed on the verb,
regardless of the person of the participants. The two local scenarios are
therefore described as following the grammatical roles hierarchy A > P
already mentioned for the non-local scenario.
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Table 3 presents the four instances in which a second person (singular
or plural) acts on a first person (singular or exclusive). In each case, A is
marked with Set I on the verb, and the verb is followed by a pronoun (the
meaning of which is discussed below).
Table 3. 2→1 examples in Emerillon6
A P
2SG 1SG

Examples

eɾe-nupã eɾeɲ
2SG.I-hit 2SG
‘You (SG) hit me.’

2SG 1EXCL eɾe-nupã oɾone-kom
2SG.I-hit 1EXCL.II-PL
‘You (SG) hit us.’
2PL 1SG
pe-nupã peɲ
2PL.I-hit 2 PL
‘You (PL) hit me.’
2PL 1EXCL pe-nupã oɾone-kom
2PL.I-hit 1EXCL.II-PL
‘You (PL) hit us.’

The presence of the independent pronominal form is necessary to disambiguate the 2→1 configuration from the configuration in which a second
person acts on a third person, as in (12).
(12) eɾe-nupã
2SG.I-hit
‘You (SG) hit him/her/it/them.’
Because, when 2→1, A is systematically marked on the verb by a Set I
prefix, we would expect the pronoun following the verb to refer to P, but
this is not always the case. In the second and fourth line of Table 3,
oɾonekom, the normal free pronoun for first person exclusive, refers explicitly to P, as expected. Surprisingly, in the first and third line, the independent forms eɾeɲ and peɲ, used only in this specific scenario, are linked
to second person pronominal forms rather than to first persons (Proto-TupíGuaraní pronouns for second person singular and plural are reconstructed
as *eré/ene and *pe…ẽ, Jensen 1998). The system seems a priori illogical
in synchrony: in order to refer to a second person A and a first person P,
two markers for second person are used. The oddity of the marking of
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2SG/PL→1SG can be explained as a residue of a former 1 > 2 hierarchy,
substituted for by the grammatical roles hierarchy A > P.7
2.2.4. Local scenario 1→2
When a first person acts on a second person, Emerillon uses two different
structures according to the number of P. oɾo- is used when a first person
(singular or plural) acts on a second person singular (13), and a-poɾo- when
a first person (singular or plural) acts on a second person plural (14).
(13) oɾoɾo-ʔu-taɾ
1EXCL.I-eat-FUT
a) ‘I will eat you.’ (and also: ‘We will eat you.’)
b) ‘We will eat it/her/him/them.’
(14) a-poɾo
poɾoɾo-nupã-taɾ
1SG.I-INDET.II-hit-FUT
‘I/we will hit you all.’ (Lit. ‘I hit people’; spoken in a narrative by a
father furious at his misbehaving daughters)
The use of oɾo- in (13) is ambiguous. As a Set I marker for first person
exclusive (cf. Table 1), it can refer to scenario (b), where a first person
exclusive acts on a third person, but it can also refer to the local scenario
(a), i.e. a first person (singular or exclusive) acts on a second person singular. Accordingly, when a transitive verb is prefixed with a Set I first person
exclusive marker, this marker refers to a first person A, and P is inferred.
In the absence of any NP referring to P, only context can solve the ambiguity between a second and a third person P. Interestingly, with a second
person P, oɾo- neutralizes the number opposition of A.
Indexation in (14) is made up of two morphemes: a- first person singular of Set I (here neutralized in terms of number), referring to an A, and
poɾo- usually referring to a generic human P (cf. Table 1). The opaque
encoding of the local scenarios (due to substitution of forms or semantic
neutralization) has been discussed in comparative and historical perspective and with reference to politeness (in keeping with Brown and Levinson
1987) in earlier work (Rose 2003a, 2003b).
In summary, my analysis of the Emerillon local scenarios is as follows:
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– For 2→1, A takes priority in filling the index slot on the verb. The second
person marker, following the verb, refers to P either directly (oɾonekom), or
indirectly (eɾeɲ, peɲ).
– For 1→2SG, oɾo- is analyzed as an A marker.
– For 1→2PL, A is marked with Set I (a-), whereas P is marked with a human
generic object (poɾo-).

My conclusion is that there is no obvious person hierarchy between the
two speech act participants. The various local scenarios are better explained by the grammatical roles hierarchy, which also applies to non-local
scenarios, than with any possible person hierarchy. Indeed, in all cases, A
is indexed on the verb with Set I, while P is either unexpressed or expressed in a rather marginal way, i.e. as an ‘incorporated’ generic noun, or
as a pronoun following the verb.
The main points of the indexation system on Emerillon verbs are repeated below.
– On intransitive verbs, S is marked with Set I.
– On transitive verbs, either A or P is marked (with Sets I or II, respectively)
according to their relative position on a person hierarchy or on a grammatical roles hierarchy. The 1/2 > 3 person hierarchy operates when only one
speech act participant is involved, and the A > P grammatical hierarchy operates elsewhere.

The following section focuses on the use and organization of the different hierarchies operating in the Emerillon transitive constructions. For the
sake of the coming discussion, we note that the indexation system presented below is quite comparable to the indexation system of the independent clauses in other Tupí-Guaraní languages, although differences can be
noted in the local scenarios (cf. Rose 2007). In Emerillon, the same system
also applies in dependent clauses.

3. Characterization of the hierarchical indexation system on
transitive verbs
The terms ‘person hierarchy’ and ‘grammatical roles hierarchy’ used here
correspond roughly to other designations that emerged in line with
Silverstein’s pioneering work on hierarchies of features (Silverstein 1976).
The author highlighted the role of semantic properties of nominals on casemarking and agreement (more specifically in the domain of ergative or
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split-ergative systems). A recent label that subsumes all aspects (semantic,
referential, discursive) of these hierarchies is the ‘Indexability Hierarchy’
(Bickel and Nichols 2007: 224–227).
The two hierarchies used in Emerillon could logically be justified in
terms of saliency, with the most salient participant being put forward. It is
nevertheless important to assert that this system is completely grammaticalized: whatever the characteristics of the participants are, what counts in the
system is the grammatical persons and the grammatical roles.
While the person hierarchy attested in most Tupí-Guaraní languages is
usually presented as 1 > 2 > 3, the Emerillon data point clearly at only a
1/2 > 3 hierarchy. This reorganization of the person hierarchy (cf. endnote
7), involving the neutralization of the hierarchy between first and second
persons, can probably be attributed to politeness conventions, just like the
substitution patterns detailed in the local scenarios. This is tightly correlated with the fact that languages tend to disfavour transparent marking of
first and second person combinations (Heath 1998). This assertion is confirmed by the fact that both in Emerillon (1/2 > 3) and in the hypothetical
Proto-Tupí-Guaraní (1 > 2 > 3), the marking is very clear and systematic
when only one speech act participant is involved, but less so when both
first and second person are involved (Montserrat and Soares 1983). This
difference in treatment is common in languages involving a person hierarchy. A similar example is given by Gildea (1994) for the inverse system of
Caribe. DeLancey (ms.) proposes the deictic nature of inverse and hierarchical systems as an explanation for the fact that these systems give a special status to speech act participants. Likewise, in typological perspective,
first and second person are independent within the hierarchy, and their
relative order fluctuates from one language to the other (Silverstein 1976,
DeLancey 1981). This may help account for the fact that the Emerillon
language succeeded in reorganizing the Proto-Tupí-Guaraní hierarchy concerning specifically the local scenario, neutralizing the hierarchy between
the speech act participants. The grammatical roles hierarchy came into play
to compensate for this change.
On transitive verbs in Emerillon, the correct index is selected according
to the relative position of the two arguments on both the person hierarchy
1/2 > 3 and the grammatical roles hierarchy A > P. Two hierarchies are
thus involved, and Couchili, Maurel, and Queixalós (2002) propose to order them as follows:
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1/2 > 3 person hierarchy

>

A > P hierarchy

Figure 3. Hierarchy of hierarchies

However, the authors consider that the person hierarchy is 2 > 1 > 3, and
therefore the grammatical roles hierarchy is used only when both participants are third persons. The present analysis describes the person hierarchy
as 1/2 > 3 and extends the scope of the grammatical roles hierarchy to the
local scenarios: it is also outside the scope of the person hierarchy, and
thus obeys the grammatical roles hierarchy. On the whole, the grammatical
roles hierarchy becomes relevant when, and only when, the person hierarchy is not. I argue that this type of indexation system on transitive verbs
should be classified as ‘hierarchical’, as the primary organizing pattern is
the notion of hierarchy.8
A first explicit definition of hierarchical systems considered on a par
with neutral, accusative, ergative, stative-active and three-way systems, is
Nichols (1992). Section 5 will discuss further developments of this definition, in relation to the question of alignment type:
Access to inflectional slots for subject and/or object is based on person,
number, and/or animacy rather than (or no less than) on syntactic relations.
(Nichols 1992: 66)

Languages identified as displaying a hierarchical system are Cree, Tepehua, Mixe, Nunggubuyu, Kiowa (Nichols 1992), Tangut and some TibetoBurman languages (DeLancey 2001).
Since the existence of the person hierarchy in Tupí-Guaraní languages
has led to the interpretation of these agreement systems as inverse systems,
I now turn to this interesting question.

4. Against the inverse hypothesis
It was Doris Payne (1994) who first formulated the hypothesis that TupíGuaraní languages could be described as having an inverse system. The
author follows Givón’s definition of the inverse, based on the notion of an
‘inherent topicality hierarchy’ 1 > 2 > 3 (Givón 1994). If 1→2/3 or 2→3,
the action flows in the natural direction (A is more topical than P). This
flow is considered to be direct. If the action flows the other way around
(when P is more topical than A), the flow is considered to be inverse. Fur-
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thermore, a canonical inverse language is a language that expresses the
inverse direction with morphosyntactic devices in a transitive construction.
Examples from Fox, an Algonquian language are given below, where -aa is
a direct marker (15), and -ek an inverse one (16).
Fox (Algic, Algonquian; Comrie 1981: 122)
(15) ne-waapam--aa-wa
aa
1SG-see-DIRECT-3
‘I see him.’
(16) ne-waapam--ek-wa
ek
1SG-see-INVERSE-3
‘He sees me.’
Payne (1994) applies this definition to the Tupí-Guaraní system, organized around a 1 > 2 > 3 hierarchy. Direct situations are marked with Set I
for A. They include some mixed scenarios (when A is superior to P on the
person hierarchy) and the non-local scenario, since Set I is also used when
two third persons are involved. Inverse situations are marked with Set II for
P, and consist of the remaining mixed scenarios (when P is superior to A
on the person hierarchy). The encoding of the local scenarios is not explicitly classified as direct or inverse.9 The author’s main argument for the
inverse analysis is that the relational r- prefix, found in co-occurrence with
Set II, be analysed as an inverse marker in Tupí-Guaraní languages. There
would be no specific marker for direct. Following this analysis, the
Wayampi example (17) below would be a direct construction, with a Set I
index for first person A and no index for P. Example (18) would be an
inverse construction, with no index for A but a Set II index referring to first
person P, and an overt inverse marker r-. This hypothesis could likewise be
applied to Emerillon, since the indexation system on independent verbs
diverges with the rest of the family only in local scenarios.
Wayampi (Tupian, Tupí-Guaraní; Payne 1994: 314–315)
(17) namu
r-a’y
jĩ
a-juka
tinamou LK-immature only 1SG.I-kill
‘I killed just a little tinamou.’
(18) e-r-aty-pa
e-ke
pe e-r-uwy
1SG.II-LK-cover-COMPLE 1SG.II-sleep
in 1SG.II-LK-blood
‘My blood completely covered me in my dream.’
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However, a canonical inverse language is a language that expresses the
inverse direction with an explicit morphosyntactic device. The relational
morpheme that Payne suggests is an inverse marker in Tupí-Guaraní languages (the r- relational) is found throughout the family on a lexically defined subclass of transitive roots, but as well on certain intransitive roots,
and some nouns and postpositions, when preceded with a Set II index or a
full object/possessor (see for example the second occurrence of r- in example 18). My first counter-argument is that the syntactic distribution of r- is
greater by far than is the function of the inverse category. It could reasonably be glossed as an ‘inverse marker’ only on transitive roots. This analysis
would also not account for the unique function it serves throughout its
distribution: the linking of a root with an immediately preceding complement (be it the P of a verb, the possessor or genitive of a noun or the object
of a postposition). My second counter-argument is that r- is found only
with certain lexically determined roots. Its absence with various other roots
(in 5 and 7 for instance) is evidence that it is not essential to the system.
Moreover, when present, it is redundant with the presence of Set II indexes, which are sufficient to refer to the whole participant scenario. In
languages like Fox (illustrated in 15 and 16), the inverse marker is obviously necessary to sort out which of the two participants is A and which is
P. I therefore consider that no morpheme can be interpreted as an inverse
marker in Tupí-Guaraní languages. As a consequence, to make the inverse
analysis tenable for this language family, one would have to be willing to
accept that the distribution of person markers into two sets is in itself
enough to constitute an inverse system. This assumption would be possible
with a purely functional definition of inverse, like that of Givón (1994) or
Klaiman (1991), which consider any situation where P is more topical than
A, but A is still topical, to be inverse. This is in fact consistent with what
T. Payne describes as “special verb agreement markers for inverse situations”, citing data from Wayampi, a close relative of Emerillon (Payne
1997).
Therefore, if the Tupí-Guaraní indexation system, and the Emerillon
system in particular, were to be described as an inverse system, it would
not be canonical in relation to prototypical inverse systems (most notably
of the Algonquian languages). First, direction of action is not expressed by
a specific morpheme, since no morpheme can be interpreted as an inverse
marker. Second, it is not a complete system, since the non-local scenario
and the local scenarios are not involved; it is limited to the mixed scenarios, since a hierarchy would be lacking for the other scenarios. Therefore,
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although one can easily identify a function related to inverse in TupíGuaraní languages, there are insufficient grounds on which to consider this
an inverse system. Positing person and grammatical role hierarchies is sufficient to explain the indexation system.
This argument actually boils down to the confrontation between two
different approaches. In the functional approach, inverse is to be found
whenever P is more topical than A, but A is still topical (Givón 1994). In
the syntactic approach, hierarchical indexation and the marking of direction (inverse) are independent (DeLancey 2001), as discussed by Zúñiga:
Hierarchical alignment and direction are logically independent features that
can, but need not, co-occur. A particular language may display verbal morphology that can be meaningfully described with the concept of hierarchical
alignment alone, without there being direction marking. Similarly, the morphosyntax of a certain language may (i) be adequately described with a simple SAO model but (ii) allow for additional direction marking if there is no
hierarchical alignment. (Zúñiga 2006: 28)

The so-called inverse systems are thus considered as a particular type of
hierarchical systems (Nichols 1992, Siewierska 2004), or for DeLancey,
both are expressions of deictic orientation (DeLancey 2001). In line with
Heath’s argument (Heath 1998), I stand against the extension of the ‘inverse’ terminology to forms lacking an inverse marker, arguing that it actually undermines the usefulness of such a term. The Emerillon indexation
system on transitive verbs is thus a plain hierarchical system.

5. Characterizing the alignment system of Emerillon
Whatever the definition of alignment (either the way the arguments of a
transitive predicate align with the unique argument of an intransitive verb,
or the way grammatical relations map to grammatical roles), the hierarchical indexation system presented above can not be reduced to an alignment
system. The relative position of arguments on the hierarchies does not assign them their grammatical roles. The system focuses on the relative saliency of the participants:
We are used to thinking of verb agreement as tied to grammatical relations:
a common claim about the typology of verb agreement is that if a language
has verb agreement it will index the subject; some languages index both subject and object, and a rare handful index only objects. However, there are
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languages in which indexation of arguments in the verb reflects not grammatical relations, but the person hierarchy. In these languages a verb will
always agree with a SAP argument, regardless of its grammatical role. (DeLancey 2001)

This is where I want to draw a neat distinction between hierarchical indexation and hierarchical alignment. Hierarchical indexation systems simply rule access to inflectional slots on transitive predicates. Within the
same languages, alignment can still be marked in other morphosyntactic
domains (such as nominal morphology or syntax). Moreover, alignment is
also concerned with intransitive predication. This explains why hierarchical systems can co-occur with other alignment patterns, as Nichols states:
“most hierarchical languages also have an identifiable accusative, neutral,
or stative-active component. We may speak of hierarchical languages, like
stative-active languages, as admitting various base alignments, at least in
theory.” (Nichols 1992: 68). As far as hierarchical alignment is concerned,
we deal with languages in which the hierarchies constrain the assignment
of grammatical relations to S, A and P. A notable case is when the indexability hierarchy governs the access to syntactic function, as in Kiowa
(Zúñiga 2006: 65).
For this reason, my position is that a system such as Emerillon’s is to be
seen simply as an indexation system, rather than as an alignment type. The
scope of hierarchies does not go beyond the selection of the argument to be
encoded on the transitive verb. It does not influence the access to grammatical roles and even less so to grammatical relations. Consequently, the
Emerillon alignment type has to be considered separately from its indexation system. Characterization of the alignment type of a specific language
should take into account several parameters, including indexation, but also
case, constituent order and syntax, since different types of alignment may
co-occur in a language, depending on the parameter and/or the specific
construction observed. Since arguments in Emerillon are not marked for
case and their order is relatively flexible, the argumentation will be based
on the indexation pattern described above and on syntactic phenomena.
Even though the Emerillon indexation system is based upon the notion
of hierarchies, grammatical roles are not completely excluded from it. Remember that the selection of the argument to be indexed on the transitive
verb depends on its position on the hierarchies, yet the morphological
paradigms of the indexes correlate with grammatical roles. Set I encodes
A, while Set II encodes P. Since the unique argument of an intransitive
verb is also encoded with Set I, it aligns with the A argument of a transitive
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verb. This forms a nominative-accusative system, where S and A are encoded likewise, and differently from P, as shown in Table 4.
Table 4. Distribution of person indexes on verbs

Set I
Set II

S
x

A
x

P
x

Syntactic phenomena confirm the subject category postulated when
looking at the distribution of the morphological paradigms. Some agreement and coreference patterns are indeed associated with a subject category comprising S of intransitive verbs and A of transitive verbs. Two examples are given below. First, the plural clitic -(o)ŋ agrees exclusively with
the unique argument of a verbal intransitive predicate (19) and the A argument of a transitive verb (20), but not with the P argument of a transitive
verb (21). Within the Tupí-Guaraní family, this criterion is specific to
Emerillon, since the family does not offer a unified way of marking number.

ikiʔɨ
(19) o-paʔam--oŋ
3.I-get_up-PL.S then
‘Then they got up.’
(20) baipuɾi o-pɨhɨg-o
oŋ
tapir
3.I-catch-PL.S
‘They caught a tapir.’
(21) *a-ɨkɨdʒ--oŋ
1SG.I-catch-PL.S
‘I caught them.’
Second, a criterion widely used by Tupí-Guaraníists to define the subject
grammatical relation is the use of an o- index for third person possessors or
objects of postpositions specifically triggered by coreference with the subject, be it of an intransitive (22) or a transitive verb (23).

o-wɨ-kotɨ
(22) o-ho
3.I-go 3.COREF-mother-to
‘He is going to his (own) mother.’
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(23) bokal-a-pe o-akaŋ
o-mõde
jar-REF-in
3.COREF-head 3.I-put
‘He put his (own) head in the jar.’
As a consequence, the coreferential index o- is in opposition with the Set II
(i.e. non-coreferential) third person marker i-, both as a possessor (compare
examples 23 and 24) and as an object of postposition (compare 25 and 26).
(24) i-(dʒ)akaŋ
zawaɾ o-wuɾ
3.II-head
dog
3.I-go_up
‘The dog went up on his head.’
(25) o-iɲuŋ o-wɨb
3.I-put 3.COREF-under
‘She put it under herself.’
(26) o-bowɨg
i-wɨb
3.I-put_firewood 3.II-under
‘They put more firewood under it.’
In brief, person index paradigms and syntactic patterns concur in the analysis of the Emerillon alignment type as nominative-accusative. Alignment is
therefore completely independent of the hierarchical indexation system. Of
course, in all hierarchical indexation systems, a device is necessary to disambiguate between A and P. In some languages, it is done through the existence of direct/inverse morphology. In Emerillon, this is done through the
existence of two distinct person index sets. This is how this indexation
system, though not organized so as to primarily mark such and/or such
grammatical roles, nevertheless does mark grammatical roles and therefore
participates in the general alignment type of the language, which is basically nominative-accusative.

6. Conclusion
To give a brief summary of the Emerillon person indexation system on the
verbs, intransitive verbs take a Set I index, while transitive verbs allow
only one person index, from Set I for their subject or from Set II for their
object. The correct index is selected according to the relative position of
the two arguments on both the person hierarchy 1/2 > 3 and the grammati-
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cal roles hierarchy A > P. Thus, hierarchy is the primary organizing pattern
of the Emerillon agreement system on transitive verbs. Since no morpheme
can be considered to be marking direction of action (as normal or reversed,
i.e. direct or inverse), the system is simply labelled ‘hierarchical’. A
broader picture of the language (including syntax) shows a nominativeaccusative alignment, where the A of a transitive verb aligns with the S of
an intransitive verb. The following table sums up the characterization of
indexation and alignment in Emerillon.
Table 5. Indexation and alignment in Emerillon
Indexation on transitive verbs:

hierarchical with no direction marking

Morphological alignment:
Syntactic alignment:

nominative-accusative
nominative-accusative

It is clear from this table that, of the three possible implications of the indexability hierarchy in a language (access to marking slots, marking of
direction, access to syntactic functions; Zúñiga 2006: 27, from Nichols
2002: 66), Emerillon shows only the first: the hierarchy only serves to select the argument indexed on the transitive verb.
The analysis of the hierarchical indexation system of Emerillon, in
comparison with other languages, leads to three theoretical assertions.
First, ‘hierarchical’ systems should be considered alongside major indexation systems. Second, inverse systems should be considered as a subtype of
hierarchical systems more generally, rather than the other way around. And
finally, indexation should be considered independent of alignment.

Notes
1.

2.
3.
4.

I would like to thank Francesc Queixalós, Andrej Kibrik and Scott DeLancey
for their helpful remarks on initial steps of this investigation, as well as Denis
Creissels and Katharina Haude for more recent discussions.
si- and i- are realized se- and e- before the vowel i.
zo- is used on nouns, poɾo- on verbs to mark a generic human object ‘people’.
The abbreviations used in this chapter are the following: I, II Set I, Set II; A
most agent-like argument of a transitive clause; COMPL completive; CONT continuous; CONTRAST contrastive; COP existential copula; COREF coreferential;
DEM demonstrative; DESID desiderative; EXCL exclusive; FUT future; INCL inclusive; INDET indeterminate; INTENS intensive ; INTER interrogative; LK linker;
P most patient-like argument of a transitive clause; PL plural; PL.S plural of
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5.
6.

7.

8.

9.

Françoise Rose
subject; PRO pronoun; RED reduplication; REF referential; RELN relational; S
unique argument of an intransitive clause; SG singular.
The Set II prefix i- is actually found on some gerundives, as a residue of former absolutive marking on verbs in dependent clauses (Rose, ms).
The configuration where a first person inclusive interacts with some other
speech act participant (i.e. second person or first person singular), although
logically possible, is never attested in my corpus. The overt expression of such
a configuration is probably dispreferred due to the overlapping of the two referents.
The peculiar use of the independent second person markers in 2→1SG scenarios can probably be explained as a hypothetical residue of a Proto-TupíGuaraní marker for A. Since the hierarchy in Proto-Tupí-Guaraní is considered to be 1 > 2 > 3 (Montserrat and Soares 1983, Jensen 1998), in the same
2→1 scenario, the first person P, being higher in the hierarchy, is procliticized
to the verb, and the second person A is then expressed with an independent
pronoun following the verb. For a detailed account of this diachronic hypothesis, see Rose (2003b and 2007).
This chapter deals with person indexation on verbs only. However, in a study
also taking into account nominal predicates (including among them descriptive
words), the system could be considered as displaying split intransitivity, since
different types of intransitive predicates take different person marking. Intransitive verbs take Set I prefixes while nominal predicates take Set II prefixes. In
the analysis of Tupí-Guaraní languages where descriptive words are classified
as verbs (such as Kakumasu 1986, Leite 1990, Jensen 1998, Seki 2000), the
split intransitivity analysis holds within the verbal indexation system. For a detailed account of the debate about which part of speech the descriptive words
belong to, see Meira (2006).
Payne (1994) only mentions that the local scenario where a first person acts on
a second person is traditionally described as using so-called portmanteau morphemes (considered to belong to a separate paradigm called Set IV, see for
example Jensen 1998: 522). However, it would be easy to integrate the other
local scenario participates in the putative direct/inverse system: when a second
person acts on a first person (as in 10 from Tupínambá), the first person P is
marked on the verb with a Set II clitic. This scenario illustrates both the inverse function and the so-called inverse morphology.
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